CAPITALIST GLOBALISATION IS COMPLETING
THE PLANNED MURDER OF EUROPEAN
AGRICULTURE...
Until the dawn of the 20th century, Europe was still largely a peasant's universe
of terroirs and of traditional savors with multiple diversities not yet fully
integrated into the uniformity of the market dictatorship... The two imperialist
capitalist massacres of 14-18 and 39-45 organized the methodical genocide of
this then outdated world and at the same time as they industrially liquidated
material overproduction they immolated in blood and pain the overflow of millions
of surplus human beings with respect to the general saturation of the world
market...
By turning the peasants into farmers dependent on the banks, the chemical
industry and the organized destruction of soils and people, Bruxellian's Europe a CIA, Pentagon and NATO creation - decided since 1945 to progressively put
to death the old time of the European land to definitively replace it with the crap
factories of the American empire and of its Brazilian, Canadian, Australian and
New Zealand branches…
Worker of the European Land, of France, of the Netherlands, of Italy, of Spain
and of everywhere else... Even though you don't know it yet, you are now only a
simple enslaved proletarian of the Global Factory, that is to say a human residue
in a ridiculous anonymous green suit, without any power over your suicidal life,
sold daily by the governmental agricultural unions so that the europeanist
agricultural policy of your programmed disappearance reaches the end of the
diktat of the stooges of Brussels and Washington...
In the factory, in the offices, on unemployment benefits or on the plots of land
of contemporary enslavement, we are all just reserveless people dispossessed of our
existence... But this world of the total crisis of the totalitarian commodity
quantity is currently collapsing... May it die as soon as possible!

Long live the Worldwide Class War of the Proletariat against all the
Parties and Trade Unions of the commodity-planet and for a world
without exploitation nor alienation!
TOWARDS THE UNIVERSAL COMMUNE FOR A WORLD
WITHOUT MONEY, WITHOUT WAGE-LABOUR, WITHOUT
STATE!
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